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CUSTOMER BACKGROUND
CUSTOMER
BACKGROUND
Customer
is a wireless
telecommunications

provider with
operations based in Canada.
The company specializes in making specialty tea and unique
beverages. The company is headquartered in North America;
however the products are served worldwide. The company was
founded in 1971 selling beer and expanded into the niche area in
1990’s.
Order Management
Fixed Assets
Inventory
Cash Management
Bills of Material
General Ledger
Cost Management
Account Payables
Work in Process
Account Receivables
Purchasing
Project Costing
iProcurement
Vigilant established a partnership and provided key resources to
study the customer’s IT systems and the resource requirements.
Vigilant recommended an On-site/Offshore strategy model,
with the onsite team being in place, just for few months to
understand and get familiar with the customer’s environment.
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Customer
had migrated
to R12.0.6. As the initial R12 version had
lot of issues, customer wanted to migrate to R12.1.3, so that
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support
team.
customer
wanted to implement Oracle Internet Expenses
application as part of the Project.
Training a vast number of users on the new
module-iExpenses; enabling them to submit their expenses
and get compensated seamlessly.
Collaborating with a third party Vendor to ensure a
successful completion of UAT.
Completing the upgrade well ahead of the peak business
Customer was able to receive 24*7 support.
times of ‘back to school’.
Customer team was able to focus on providing more value
added services that helped company to improve upon their
business processes as Vigilant offshore stafﬁng through their
technical skills provided a solid support to the customer’s day
With Vigilant’s unique approach, the upgrade was
to day functions.
completed within budget and on-time
Customer’s IT support costs went down drastically.
With the implementation of iExpenses, with the savings in
Provided a solid base to expand and grow.
time, the Payables team was able to focus and analyze the
various spends to reduce costs
Additional reports and processes created during this
process, enabled the business to manage the period close
very effectively and reduced the time to close the period.
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As the trusted partner, Vigilant took a proactive initiative to
resolve few critical issues prior to the upgrade as they provided
lot of value to the business as a whole. Vigilant also made sure all
the test plans were created by the user community ahead of time
to ensure that the system can be tested fully and this also
ensured the users are familiar with the entire process ﬂow.
Vigilant implemented Oracle Internet Expenses application and
ensured adequate Training was provided by using the ‘Train the
Trainer’ approach.
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